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Abstract— Low relative permittivity plastic elliptical lenses in 

combination with integrated focal plane arrays are a promising 

solution to be used in the future mm- and sub-mm wave systems. 

Their appeal lies in the availability of materials with moderate loss 

and light weight, and the possibility to use cost-effective 

manufacturing techniques. However, the achievable scanning 

angular range is relatively small with low permittivity lenses. In 

this contribution, we explore the use of dielectric gratings with 

modulated height integrated in the lens material, with the aim of 

enlarging the steering angle. The dielectric gratings synthesize a 

tilted feed pattern, reducing the reflection loss and spill-over when 

illuminating the lens off-focus. A quasi-analytic approach based 

on Floquet mode analysis of the gratings is used to synthesize the 

grating profile. This method is combined with an analysis in 

reception of the lens antenna. A wideband prototype in G-band 

(140–220GHz) has been fabricated, achieving a Field-of-View of 

±𝟐𝟓° with gain >30dB. 

 
Index Terms—Beam steering, dielectric gratings, field of view 

(FoV), mm-wave, elliptical lens antenna, leaky-wave antenna, 

wideband communications.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE growing interest for mm- and sub-mm- waves in 

mass-market applications, such as communications and 

radar, demands the development of low-cost system and front-

end concepts. In these higher frequencies bands, high-gain 

antennas are required to compensate for the higher path 

spreading loss and lower available output power. Plastic 

elliptical lenses with low relative dielectric permittivity, 휀𝑟,  

represent attractive candidates to achieve the required high 

gain. This is due to their cost-effectiveness, light weight, and 

availability of materials with moderate loss. In [1], [2] linearly 

and circularly polarized elliptical lenses fabricated in plastic 

material (휀𝑟~2.3) reaching gains larger than 30dBi have been 

demonstrated. Thanks to the combination of low 휀𝑟 materials 

and LW feeds, aperture efficiencies larger than 75% were 

achieved over 40% bandwidth.   
Despite the listed benefits of using low 휀𝑟 elliptical lenses, 

the low 휀𝑟 brings some penalty in terms of the beam steering 
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achieved when displacing the feed within the focal plane. The 

particular case of truncated elliptical lenses with high aperture 

efficiency (휂𝑎𝑝) for the broadside beam was studied in [1]. The 

lens steering capability enables the implementation of multi-

beam planar Fly’s eye elliptical lens arrays sharing a common 

ground plane. The planar configuration facilitates considerably 

the active front-end integration w.r.t. to other wide angle 

steering concepts with curved focal surfaces [3]–[5]. The high 

휂𝑎𝑝 enables the realization of compact Fly’s eye lens arrays. As 

discussed in [1], to reach high 휂𝑎𝑝 at broadside, a good 

compromise between the taper, spill-over and reflection 

efficiencies should be reached when placing the feed on the 

focus. However, this implies increasing spill-over and 

reflection losses when displacing the feed along the focal plane 

to perform beam steering. As a consequence the 휂𝑎𝑝 decreases, 

hindering compact lens sizes. The increase in the scan loss is 

higher for lenses with lower 휀𝑟, as a larger off-focus 

displacement is needed to reach a certain scan angle (due to 

Snell’s Law). The focus of this work will be to enhance the 

steering range in the low 휀𝑟 elliptical lens presented in [1], in 

order to profit from the rest of their listed advantageous 

properties. 

 

Fig. 1. Dielectric gratings with modulated height integrated in an elliptical 

lens. On the right, detail of one of the grating layers. 

There are several concepts in the literature aiming to enlarge 

the field of view of integrated lenses with planar focal planes of 

feeds [6]–[13]. In [6] and [7] the design effort is focused on the 

lens or lens system shape, achieving very stable gain over the 
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scan angle. However, neither of them achieves high 휂𝑎𝑝 at 

broadside (~50%). In [7], the relative positioning between the 

objective and immersion lenses causes tolerance problems. In 

[8], the feed geometry is optimized to perform a beam-tilting in 

the radiation pattern inside the lens, improving the off-axis 

performance over a narrow band. References [9], [10] propose 

the combination of shaped lenses with an array of feeds in order 

to achieve maximum directivity at broadside and off-axis 

beams. However, the complexity of the array feeding network 

would be difficult to realize at high frequencies and would 

introduce high losses. Moreover, the design in [10] does not 

reach high 휂𝑎𝑝 at broadside (52%). In [11], the lens extension 

length is optimized in order to reduce the reflection loss. 

However, this implies losing 2.7dB in broadside directivity and 

increasing the side-lobe level. Other examples are based on 2D 

lenses, with enhanced scanning and high aperture efficiency in 

one plane [12], [13].  

In this work, the use of dielectric gratings with modulated 

height, integrated inside a low 휀𝑟 elliptical lens, as shown in 

Fig. 1, is investigated. The aim is to enlarge the angular field of 

view achieved with the elliptical lens over a wideband, while 

maximizing 휂𝑎𝑝 over the whole scan range. This is achieved by 

introducing a wedge composed of dielectric gratings, on top of 

the wideband leaky-wave (LW) feed presented in [1]. The 

gratings with decreasing effective permittivity create a linear 

phase shift in the lens feed aperture field. This phase shift 

translates into a beam-tilt in the far-field, which reduces spill-

over and reflection losses. Because the proposed grating wedge 

does not increase the LW feed directivity, the lens focal length 

is not modified. In [14], the introduction of a beam tilt in a horn 

antenna by means of metasurfaces was already proposed as a 

strategy to improve the performance of off-axis beams in 

reflectors. Dielectric gratings have been widely used in the 

literature to synthesize lenses [4], [5], [15]−[17], reflectarrays 

[18], polarizers [2], [19] or lens matching layers [20], [21]. The 

use of dielectric gratings as a mean of generating high 

directivity suffers from bandwidth or fabrication limitations, 

especially at high frequencies. In this work, we use the gratings 

instead to improve the steering performances of conventional 

elliptical lenses. This strategy allows us to reach high gains and 

large bandwidths. Additionally, the fabrication of the gratings 

with standard milling techniques is enabled at high frequencies.  

The antenna architecture is shown in Fig. 1, where the 

dielectric gratings are also displayed. This pyramidal grating 

geometry in one dimension is based on the one used to build a 

polarizer in [2]. In this work we reuse this geometry, as it was 

proven to be suitable to be fabricated with standard milling 

techniques at frequencies higher than 100GHz. Pyramidal 

gratings present good transmission properties over the whole 

frequency band, preserving the wideband capability. The use of 

a resonant LW feed is a key enabler of this design. Thanks to 

its directive radiation pattern inside the lens, the gratings are not 

illuminated above their critical angle. Additionally, this relaxes 

the minimum required grating period to avoid grating lobes. 

The dielectric grating wedge (GW) is synthesized considering 

the incident field angles from the LW feed near-field. Those are 

calculated resorting to the multi-layer Spectral Green’s 

Function. The grating transmission coefficients are computed 

applying a Floquet modes analysis, based on the Effective 

Medium Theory (EMT) [22]−[31]. The scan loss for each 

steered beam in the elliptical lens is minimized with an analysis 

in reception [1]. In this analysis, a reaction integral is performed 

on a surface defined inside the lens between the field radiated 

by the feed in transmission, and the incident field. The latter is 

associated to an oblique plane-wave with the targeted beam 

steering. The incident field is calculated inside the elliptical lens 

with the Geometrical Optics tool presented in [32]. 

A prototype in G-band has been fabricated and measured, 

showing ±25° of beam steering with 3.6dB scan loss at the 

center frequency (180GHz). This represents 4dB improvement 

w.r.t. the case where the feed without GW is displaced along 

the focal plane [1]. This improvement is achieved over a wide 

band. A steering range of ±25° would be sufficient to cover the 

elevation field of view in a football stadium small cell, as 

described in [33].  

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the 

dielectric-grating wedge concept and geometry; Section III 

describes the GW synthesis methodology; Section IV describes 

the scan loss optimization with the analysis in reception; 

Section V presents the prototype fabrication and measurements 

validating the concept; Section VI provides some concluding 

remarks. 

II. DIELECTRIC-GRATING WEDGE CONCEPT 

In this section, the GW concept developed to enhance the 

FoV in elliptical lenses with low 휀𝑟 is discussed. The strategy 

followed in this work is to add a linear phase shift to the LW 

feed by using a non-periodic dielectric GW geometry integrated 

in the elliptical lens medium. The introduced linear phase shift, 

in turn, corresponds to a lateral displacement of the feed phase 

center. This enables a reduction of the spill-over and reflection 

losses for a certain steering angle. 

The 1D pyramidal grating geometry which has been chosen 

is described as well in this section, analyzing its transmission 

properties in a periodic configuration. More in particular, the 

originated phase shift for different wave incident angles and 

polarizations is evaluated. 

A. Leaky-Wave Feed with Dielectric Gratings Wedge 

It is well known that by displacing the feed off-focus in 

integrated elliptical lenses, a beam steering is achieved in the 

lens radiation pattern [34]. The lateral feed displacement Δ𝑥 

required to achieve a beam steering angle 𝜓 in a lens with focal 

distance 𝐹 and dielectric permittivity 휀𝑟, can be approximated 

as Δ𝑥 ≈ 𝐹 sin 𝜓 /√휀𝑟 (Fig. 2a). For lenses with low 휀𝑟, large 

displacements are required. Therefore, for a certain scan loss 

requirement, a small Field of View (FoV) is reached [34]. In 

[1], it was shown that for elliptical lenses with optimized 

truncation angles 휃𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒, the FoV achieved with 3dB scan loss 

when displacing the feed along the focal plane is ±15° with 

휀𝑟 = 2.3. For 휀𝑟 = 12, it was shown that it reaches respectively 

±27° and ±32° in the H- and E-planes. 
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Fig. 2. Conceptual ray tracing representation of a) feed phase center displaced 

Δ𝑥 along the elliptical lens focal plane, b) gratings wedge integrated in the 

elliptical lens, introducing a virtual phase center displacement [𝛥𝑥𝐺𝑊, 𝛥𝑧𝐺𝑊] 
with respect to the original feed, and c) feed phase center optimized laterally 

and axially. 

The scope of this work is to enhance the steering capability 

of the elliptical lens with 휀𝑟 = 2.3, fed by the LW feed, 

presented in [1]. This LW or Fabry-Pérot feed consists on a 

half-wavelength air cavity between a ground plane and the lens 

[35], as shown in Fig. 1. Along the cavity, TE and TM LW 

modes propagate radially, generating a directive beam inside 

the lens. The LW is excited by a squared waveguide through a 

double-slot in the ground plane. For the broadside beam, this 

concept reaches 80% 휂𝑎𝑝 over 40% relative bandwidth. 

However, due to the low 휀𝑟 it presents a relatively small FoV 

(±14° with 3dB scan loss). In order to enhance the beam 

steering capability in this elliptical lens, dielectric gratings in 

the same low 휀𝑟 material (휀𝑟 = 2.3) are integrated on top of the 

LW feed, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2b. The gratings are 

designed to generate a linearly increasing phase shift in the LW 

feed field. This induces the desired phase center lateral 

displacement in the feed radiation pattern.  

Similar pyramidal gratings were used in [2] to produce 

circular polarization. In that concept, the effective permittivity 

anisotropy in the gratings was exploited to generate 90° phase 

shift between two orthogonal linearly polarized waves. In this 

work, the height of the gratings is modulated, as shown in Fig. 

3, leading to different effective permittivity. In contrast to the 

polarizer application, in this case the anisotropy axes are 

aligned with the field polarization, in order to avoid changes in 

the polarization. The use of this grating geometry is enabled by 

the fact that the LW feed radiates most of the energy below the 

critical angle between air and 휀𝑟 = 2.3. The low 휀𝑟 gratings 

provide wideband transmission coefficients [2]. This allows the 

feed input impedance to remain unchanged, enabling wideband 

steering enhancement.  

By introducing a GW with varying height, leading to a 

linearly increasing phase shift, the initial feed phase center is 

displaced for the new system LW feed−GW in lateral and axial 

directions, as shown in Fig. 2b (𝛥𝑥𝐺𝑊 and 𝛥𝑧𝐺𝑊). 𝛥𝑥𝐺𝑊 is 

related to the linear phase shift introduced by the GW, and 

increases for larger phase variation; 𝛥𝑧𝐺𝑊 is caused by the 

lower effective permittivity of the GW with respect to the 

dielectric material, as already observed in [2]. The feed phase 

center (without gratings) should be originally placed on the 

coordinates [𝛥𝑥, 𝛥𝑧] to generate a beam pointing to 𝜓 after the 

elliptical lens (Fig. 2c). The optimum displacement (𝛥𝑥, 𝛥𝑧) for 

different steering angles defines a curved surface which allows 

a reduction of the phase loss, as shown in [7]. This effect is 

similar to what happens in optical systems, where different 

steering angles lead to the definition of the Petzval surface [36]. 

Thanks to the phase center displacement originated by the 

gratings, the feed will be now placed at [𝛥𝑥 − 𝛥𝑥𝐺𝑊 , 𝛥𝑧 −
𝛥𝑧𝐺𝑊] to generate the same steering angle after the elliptical 

lens. In this way spill-over and reflection loss are reduced, 

increasing the taper efficiency, as shown in Fig. 2b. The goal is 

therefore to maximize the linear phase shift slope generated by 

the gratings wedge (GW), in order to minimize the scan loss. 

The position of the new system LW feed−GW w.r.t. the lens 

focus (𝛥𝑥, 𝛥𝑧) is optimized with the analysis in reception 

explained in Section IV. This analysis considers an oblique 

incident plane-wave with the desired impinging angle.  

 

Fig. 3. Gratings fabrication with different heights. The maximum pyramid 

height (ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1.3mm) is set by the period between gratings and the tool angle 

(𝛼 = 9.3°). The pyramidal grating height varies along a) the period or b) each 

row. The steering takes place in the TM plane. 

B. Gratings Geometry and Orientation 

The gratings wedge is based on 1D double-sided pyramids, 

following the concept presented in [2]. The choice of this 

geometry is justified in Appendix I. The geometry of one 

pyramid is shown in the inset of Fig. 4b. The gratings slant 

angle is set by the standard milling tool slant angle [37].  The 

only variable is the grating height ℎ, related to the tool 

penetration in the dielectric. The grating rows are milled at a 

periodic distance 𝑝 = 550µm, avoiding grating lobes for 

incident angles up to 40° until 215GHz. For larger incidence 

angles the LW feed presents very low radiated power [1]. 𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑡 

and 𝛼 are set by the tool tip width and slant angle respectively. 

The maximum height achieved in the gratings for the chosen 

tool slant angle 𝛼 = 9.3° is ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1.27mm. This is set by the 

minimum 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑝 = 30um (Fig. 4b), to avoid breaking the grating 

 

    (a)         (b)         (c) 

 

        (a)                  (b) 
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in the milling process. ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 determines the maximum phase 

shift that can be achieved with one layer of gratings.  

The grating height variation can be performed along each 

row or along the period, as shown in Fig. 3. 1D gratings present 

anisotropic properties in their effective dielectric permittivity 

[22]. Therefore, depending on the grating orientation with 

respect to the field polarization, different phase shifts are 

reached for the same geometry. In order to perform a fast 

estimation of the transmission coefficients for a certain pyramid 

height, plane-wave incident angle, and field polarization, a 

Floquet mode model assuming local periodicity has been 

implemented. The model is based on a z-discretization of the 

pyramid in infinitesimal dielectric cubes, each of them 

modelled with EMT (EMT-FqW). The methodology, which 

takes into account the structure anisotropy, is discussed in 

Appendix II. 

 

Fig. 4. a) Phase shift Ψ introduced by the pyramidal unit cell with ℎ = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 

w.r.t. a unit cell of the same height filled with dielectric, w.r.t. the angle in the 

dielectric 휃 and the azimuth steering angle 𝜙, w.r.t. the reference system and 

field polarization in Fig. 3. b) Unit cell transmission coefficient amplitude 

(|𝑆21|) for the same polarization and 𝜙 steering planes as in a). Solid lines: 

single pyramid with ℎ = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥. Dashed lines: two pyramids with ℎ = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 

facing each other. Inset: Grating geometry, where 𝑝 = 550um, 𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑡 =
100um, 𝛼 = 9.3°, and 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑝 = 𝑝 − 𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑡 − 2ℎ tan 𝛼. 

The linear phase shift synthesized on top of the GW is 

evaluated as the phase difference between the phase of the field 

radiated by the LW in a homogeneous medium and the one of 

the LW in the presence of the grating geometry, at the same 

plane. Therefore the relevant design parameter is the phase shift 

𝛹, along the longitudinal component 𝑧, between a pyramidal 

unit cell with height ℎ and a unit cell of the same height filled 

with dielectric. This is calculated with respect to the incident 

angle 휃 in the homogeneous medium and the polarization as 

follows: 

𝛹(휃, ℎ) = 𝑘𝑧𝑑ℎ − 𝛷TE/TM(휃, ℎ)               (1) 

where  𝑘𝑧𝑑 = 𝑘𝑑 cos 휃, 𝑘𝑑 is the propagation constant in the 

dielectric and 𝛷TE/TM is the phase of the scattering parameter 

𝑆21 = |𝑆21|𝑒𝑗𝛷 calculated by EMT-FqW for the evaluated 

grating, for the TE or TM mode. Assuming local periodicity and 

plane wave incidence, the phase shift associated to the 

transversal propagation component (𝑘𝜌) cancels out and is 

therefore not present in (1), as it is derived from Snell’s Law. 

The resulting phase shifts for different polarizations and cell 

orientations are plotted in Fig. 4a for ℎ = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 . The range of 

incident elevation angles where the LW feed radiates 

significant power is considered. This phase shift is the 

maximum that can be implemented in a single layer of gratings. 

The phase shift increases for larger elevation angles. On top of 

that, for scanning enhancement in the E-plane (TM mode), the 

favorable grating modulation plane to maximize the phase shift 

is 𝜙 = 90°, whereas for the H-plane (TE mode) the optimum is 

𝜙 = 0° (reference system in Fig. 3). Fig. 4b shows the unit cell 

transmission amplitude properties for the same cases 

considered in Fig. 4a. For 휃 > 40°, the grating transmission 

coefficients degrade, due to the appearance of the critical angle 

and grating lobes. However, this does not represent a problem 

thanks to the LW feed, which radiates very low power for 휃 >
40° [1]. 

By using pairs of mirrored gratings, as displayed in Fig. 3, 

the transmission coefficients of the GW embedded in the 

elliptical lens are enhanced, as shown in Fig. 4b (dashed lines). 

In this way, the maximum synthesizable phase shift is at the 

same time doubled.  

III. GRATING WEDGE SYNTHESIS 

In this Section, the synthesis procedure to design the GW 

profiles is described. A GW with a pair of mirrored grating 

layers and 𝜙 = 0° orientation to enhance the steering in the H-

plane is designed, as shown in Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c. The GW 

synthesis is performed iteratively using an approximated ray 

tracing via the application of the implemented EMT-FqW 

model for the gratings (Appendix II). First, the requirements in 

terms of phase shift to be introduced by the GW are derived. 

Next, the steps to design the GW profile, to reach the given 

phase profile at its top, are clarified, together with the taken 

approximations in the ray tracing procedure. Finally, the 

synthesis and results are shown, comparing the achieved phase 

profile in a full-wave (FW) simulation with the required one.   

A. Phase Shift Requirement for Gratings Wedge  

The linear phase shift requirement on top of the GW, 𝛹𝑡 , is 

defined at 𝑧𝑡 = 4.54mm (Fig. 5b) within 𝑥 = ±3.34mm. Here, 

the LW near-field amplitude edge taper is −8dB at 𝑧𝑡 (Fig. 6a). 

The chosen amplitude taper results in a good compromise 

between maximizing the synthesized phase slope, and 

preserving the near-field amplitude after the GW. This will be 

discussed in Section IV. The coordinates 𝑧𝑏 , 𝑧𝑐, and 𝑧𝑡 in Fig. 

    

                    (a)  

 

            (b)        
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5b are known, assuming that each grating layer will reach the 

height ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥  at its edge, and considering that the grating should 

be supported by a dielectric layer of at least 1mm thickness, due 

to fabrication restrictions (𝑠 in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5b). Let’s define 

𝛹𝑡  as the linear phase associated to a 휃𝐹𝐹 steering angle in the 

feed far-field inside the lens as 

𝛹𝑡(𝑥) = 𝑘𝑑𝑥 sin 휃𝐹𝐹                              (2) 

 

Fig. 5. a) Antenna geometry, fields and currents used for the analysis in 

reception. The coordinate system (𝑥′, 𝑧′) is centered in the ellipse focus; (𝑥, 𝑧) 

is centered in the double-slot feed. b) 2D drawing of the synthesized gratings 

wedge. The gratings height varies along each row, as shown in Fig. 3b. The 
blue area represents the dielectric, the shaded area the pyramids and the white 

area the air. ℎ𝑐 = 940um, ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1.27mm, 𝑠 = 1mm, 𝑧𝑡 = 4.54mm, 𝑆𝑖 at 

𝑧 = 4.7mm. c) Side view of the gratings, showing the pairs of mirrored 

pyramids to reduce reflection. 

The GW, which is thick in terms of wavelength (2ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 >
2𝜆𝑑, being 𝜆𝑑 the wavelength in the dielectric), is divided in 

two mirrored layers. Each layer will be assigned with half of the 

required phase shift. Thus the requirement defined at 𝑧𝑡, 𝛹𝑡 , is 

propagated backwards to 𝑧𝑐 and divided by two, in order to 

synthesize the mirrored profiles. The backward propagation is 

performed with an approximated ray tracing. For this, the wave 

propagation direction in the homogeneous medium of the LW 

without gratings is used, as shown in Fig. 7a. The mapped phase 

requirement at 𝑧𝑐, 𝛹𝑐, is calculated as 

𝛹𝑐(𝑥) = 𝛹𝑡(𝑥 ± 𝛥𝑥0(𝑥))/2                    (3) 

for 𝑥 ≷ 0, where Δ𝑥0(𝑥) = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 tan 휃𝑡 (𝑥), being 휃𝑡 

calculated from the LW feed wave propagation vector at 𝑧 =

𝑧𝑡, �̂�𝑡. 

The wave propagation angles for the requirement mapping, 

as well as later on for the lens synthesis, are approximated by 

using the Poynting vector direction of the LW feed near-field 

without lens (Fig. 6b). This is calculated as 휃 = cos−1(�̂� ⋅ �̂�), 

where �̂� = 𝑆/|𝑆| with 𝑆 =
1

2
𝑅𝑒{�⃗⃗� × �⃗⃗⃗�∗}, being �⃗⃗� and �⃗⃗⃗� the 

LW feed electric and magnetic near-fields. The LW feed near-

fields are calculated integrating the corresponding SGF and 

current distribution of the LW feed [1]. The far-field 

approximation gives already relatively good results for the field 

amplitude taper at 𝑧𝑏, 𝑧𝑐, and 𝑧𝑡 as shown in Fig. 6a. However, 

the near-field propagation direction is more accurate at the 

grating edges, as shown in Fig. 6b. 

 

Fig. 6. a) Left axis: LW feed field amplitude (without GW) in the H-plane at 

180GHz at the z coordinates marked in Fig. 5b. Solid line: near-field 

calculation. Dashed line: far-field calculation projected in the z-planes. Right 

axis: phase shift w.r.t. the LW without GW. Solid: requirements 𝛹𝑡 (blue line) 

and 𝛹𝑐 (yellow line). Dashed: FW simulations with the first calculated profile, 

ℎ0. Dotted: FW simulations with the final calculated profile, ℎ. b) Poynting 

vector direction for the field and planes shown in a). Solid: calculated from the 

near-fields. Dashed: geometric approximation (휃 = tan−1 (
𝑥

𝑧−Δ𝑧
)), being Δ𝑧 =

−950μm the far-field phase center displacement in 𝑧 w.r.t. the LW ground 

plane. In both plots, vertical dashed lines mark the limits within 𝛹𝑡 is defined, 

and vertical dotted lines where 𝛹𝑐 is defined. 

In order to approximately estimate the maximum phase shift 

that can be obtained at the edge of the GW, the incident angles 

of the field that impinges each layer at the maximum 𝑥𝑛 should 

be considered. The first profile iteration is calculated with the 

phase requirement defined at 𝑧𝑐, 𝛹𝑐. Therefore, the 

x−boundaries calculated with the approximate ray tracing, 

within 𝛹𝑐 is defined, will be taken as reference (marked in Fig. 

6 with vertical dotted lines). In Fig. 6b, it can be seen that, at 

these boundaries, the incident angle stays below 25° and 30° in 

𝑧𝑏 , 𝑧𝑐, and 𝑧𝑡. Considering these incident angles, and the phase 

shift reached with a grating with ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥  (Fig. 4a), it can be 

concluded that a maximum phase shift of 110°−120° can be 

achieved per grating layer. For the two layers, we finally set a 

linearly increasing phase shift requirement 𝛹𝑡  from 0° to 220° 

at 𝑧𝑡 (Fig. 6a). This corresponds to a tilt in the feed radiation 

pattern inside the lens of approximately 휃𝐹𝐹 = 5.7° at 180GHz 

(2). Fig. 6a shows the phase shift requirements at 𝑧𝑡 and 𝑧𝑐.  

The maximum phase shift achieved on both grating layers 

determines the maximum scan range achieved in the elliptical 

 

      (a)                                                        (b)                         (c) 

       

(a) 

  

 (b) 
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Fig. 7. a) Phase requirement at GW top and center z-planes. b) Unit cell mapping and incident angles for GW profile synthesis in first iteration, c) Unit cell 

mapping and incident angles in second iteration.  

lens. If a higher phase shift could be reached with the gratings, 

휃𝐹𝐹 would be larger. Consequently, the scan loss at larger 

steering angles would decrease. The generation of larger phase 

shifts may be possible with, e.g., gratings with higher dielectric 

permittivity or with vertical walls (rectangular, cylindrical 

perforations). However the fabrication will be more difficult at 

these high frequencies (see Appendix I). 

B. Synthesis of Grating Wedge Profile 

In the following, we describe the synthesis process for the 

grating layer pair forming the GW (Fig. 5b). As explained in 

the previous section, the phase shift requirement has been 

defined at 𝑧𝑐, where the GW is centered, as 𝛹𝑐 (Fig. 7a). The 

GW is discretized in unit cells with x-coordinates 𝑥𝑛, 

representing two mirrored pyramids (Fig. 5c). The mirrored 

unit cells have unknown height ℎ(𝑥𝑛), being ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥  the 

maximum achievable height (Fig. 5b). The grating height ℎ(𝑥𝑛) 

can be determined applying the EMT-FqW model discussed in 

Appendix II. The input parameters are the wave incident angle, 

polarization, and required phase shift in each unit cell. The 

implementation of the EMT-FqW model enables a fast 

calculation of ℎ(𝑥𝑛), known the mentioned input parameters. 

Alternatively, a table with the phase shift obtained with all 

possible combinations among these three input parameters 

could be created with FW Floquet mode simulations. 

Nevertheless, this solution would be more time consuming. 

The assignment of the phase shift requirement to a certain 

unit cell and the unit cell height calculation cannot be 

decoupled, as they are related by the gratings geometry itself. 

The definition of a grating profile equation to find this 

relationship is not a trivial task, for several reasons: 1) the 

propagation angle inside the pyramid changes with z and does 

not have a closed form (see Appendix II); 2) when considering 

unit cells with infinitesimal width, each ray crosses laterally 

unit cells with different heights, which should be considered in 

form of a graded effective permittivity in 𝑥 direction; 3) the 

incident wave has a spherical phase front, and consequently 

different incident angles along 𝑥 direction should be taken into 

account. In other works reported in the literature, the analysis is 

simplified as the effective permittivity changes only laterally in 

the gratings [17], and not also axially as in this work. 

In this work, a simplified iterative approach is proposed to 

derive the gratings profile. This procedure reaches sufficient 

accuracy in the synthesized phase shift feature with two 

iterations. The lateral wave propagation cannot be neglected 

due to the grating significant and variable thickness (up to 

~0.75𝜆0 per layer) and the wide incident angles associated to 

the LW feed (up to 30°). Therefore, already in the first iteration, 

displayed in Fig. 7b, the lateral propagation is taken into 

account by evaluating the phase requirement at the center of the 

layer pair, 𝑧𝑐 in Fig. 5b. 

The phase shift requirements are assigned to each 𝑥𝑛-unit cell 

as shown in Fig. 7b. The pyramid height ℎ0 at each 𝑥𝑛 is then 

approximated solving 

𝛹𝑐(𝑥𝑛) = 𝑘𝑑 cos[휃(𝑥𝑛)] ℎ0(𝑥𝑛) − 𝛷TE[휃(𝑥𝑛), ℎ0(𝑥𝑛)]  (4) 

where 𝑘𝑑 is the propagation constant in the dielectric, 휃(𝑥𝑛) is 

the propagation angle in the dielectric considered for the 𝑥𝑛-

unit cell and 𝛷TE(휃, ℎ0) is the phase evaluated with the 

equivalent EMT-FqW model at 𝑧𝑐.  

The incident angle should be evaluated along the gratings 

profile, but this is still unknown. Hence, in the first step, we 

assume that the GW starts with ℎ = 0 on the left side, and will 

reach ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥  on the right side. We therefore divide the grating 

profile in two regions: 

For 𝑥𝑛 < 0, it is assumed that the gratings will have a small 

height, as the required phase difference is small in this region. 

Therefore, a good approximation for the incident angle on the 

unknown grating surface, ℎ(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑧𝑛), is the one dictated by the 

LW feed Poynting vector at 𝑧𝑐 (�̂�𝑐(𝑥𝑛) in Fig. 7b). 

For 𝑥𝑛 > 0, it is assumed that the gratings will have a large 

height, to create large phase shifts. A good approximation for 

the incident angle on the unknown grating surface, ℎ(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑧𝑛), is 

the one dictated by the LW feed Poynting vector at 𝑧𝑏 = 𝑧𝑐 −

ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥  (�̂�𝑏(𝑥𝑛) in Fig. 7b). 

Assuming these incident angles, resorting to eq. (4), we 

estimate the first approximation for the profile, ℎ0, shown in 

Fig. 8. Once a first approximation for the profile is known, 

𝑧𝑝0(𝑥𝑛) = 𝑧𝑐 − ℎ0(𝑥𝑛), a refinement with a second iteration is 

performed. This time, the incident angle and phase requirement 

can be evaluated along the GW bottom profile calculated in the 

first iteration, 𝑧𝑝0, as shown in Fig. 7c. In this way, the final 

grating profile ℎ is synthesized solving 

 Ψ𝑐[𝑥𝑛 ± 𝛥𝑥(𝑥𝑛)] = 

 

               (a)                                                          (b)                             (c)                                    
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𝑘𝑑 cos 휃𝑝0(𝑥𝑛) ℎ(𝑥𝑛) − 𝛷TE[휃𝑝0(𝑥𝑛), ℎ(𝑥𝑛)]            (5) 

for 𝑥 ≷ 0, where 𝛥𝑥(𝑥𝑛) = ℎ0(𝑥𝑛) tan[휃𝑝0(𝑥𝑛)], and 휃𝑝0 is 

calculated from �̂�𝑝0 (Fig. 7d). By approximating the 

propagation vector inside the gratings by the propagation vector 

�̂�𝑝0 in the dielectric (denser medium), an error is introduced in 

the calculated 𝛥𝑥. The maximum error can be evaluated 

comparing 𝛥𝑥 estimated with �̂�𝑝0 in the dielectric, with the 

transmitted angle in a unit cell with the lowest effective 

permittivity, 휀𝑒𝑓𝑓~1.4 (for ℎ𝑖 = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥). Taking into account the 

maximum angle in the dielectric, 휃𝑝0~30°, the transmitted 

angle for 휀𝑒𝑓𝑓~1.4 is 38°. As a result, the committed error in 

the estimated 𝛥𝑥 is 270µm (< 𝜆𝑑/4).  

The initial and final calculated layer profiles are shown in 

Fig. 8. As shown as well in Fig. 5b, for 𝑥 > 0 the lens is 

extended further with dummy gratings with maximum height 

until the field taper reaches −20dB at 𝑧𝑡 (5.5mm) at the center 

frequency. This avoids an abrupt change in the boundary 

conditions, which would degrade the grating transmission 

properties. For the same reason, in 𝑦-direction, the gratings are 

periodically repeated to cover the area with a field taper larger 

than −20dB (±5.2mm). 

 

Fig. 8. Initial, ℎ0, (dashed line) and final, ℎ, (solid line) lens profiles. 

C. Full-Wave Simulation Results 

The synthesized GW in the presence of the LW feed has been 

FW simulated with EMPIRE XPU [38]. The FW simulations 

include the effects of multiple reflections in the GW. The phase 

difference obtained between the LW near-fields without and 

with gratings at 𝑆𝑖, 𝑧 = 4.7mm, is shown in Fig. 6a, in good 

agreement with the defined 𝛹𝑡 . For the profile calculated in the 

first iteration, ℎ0, the maximum error in the synthesized phase 

shift is 20°, whereas for the profile calculated in the second 

iteration, ℎ, the error is reduced to 7°. The impact of this 

accuracy in the scan loss of the elliptical lens will be evaluated 

in Section IV. 

The LW near-field amplitude and phase without and with 

GW at 𝑆𝑖 are shown respectively in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b, with the 

reference system in Fig. 5. The results correspond to the profile 

calculated in the second iteration. It can be seen that the near-

field amplitude changes after the GW with respect to the LW 

field radiating in a homogeneous medium. This effect is related 

to the tilt in the field propagation, associated to the synthesized 

linear phase, which is already visible after the GW (Fig. 9b on 

the right). The obtained amplitude effect is positive in terms of 

the lens scan loss, as it will be discussed in Section IV. The 

near-field obtained at 𝑆𝑖 after the GW in the FW simulations is 

used in the analysis in reception discussed in Section IV. The 

goal of this analysis is to minimize the scan loss for a certain 

beam steering direction. 

IV. SCAN LOSS OPTIMIZATION: ANALYSIS IN RECEPTION 

In order to maximize the elliptical lens 휂𝑎𝑝 for a beam 

steering to a certain angle, an analysis in reception of the full 

antenna system (LW feed, GW, and elliptical lens) is proposed, 

as in [1]. The optimization parameter is the displacement 

vector  𝑟0 of the LW feed−GW system inside the elliptical lens, 

with respect to its focus (Fig. 5a).  

The 휂𝑎𝑝 can be calculated dividing the power 𝑃𝐿  delivered to 

the matched load connected to the feed in reception operative 

mode, by the power 𝑃𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑥 from a plane wave �⃗⃗�𝑃𝑊 with a certain 

oblique incident direction, 𝑘𝑖
⃗⃗⃗⃗ , as discussed in [1] 

휂𝑎𝑝 =
𝑃𝐿

𝑃𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑥 =

|𝑉𝑜𝑐𝐼𝑡𝑥|2

16𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝑡𝑥 𝑃𝑖𝑛

𝑟𝑥                           (6) 

where 𝑃𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑥 = 1/(2휁0) |�⃗⃗�𝑃𝑊|

2
𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠, being 𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠 the projected 

lens area, and  𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝑡𝑥  is the power radiated by the feed calculated 

in an infinite medium and excited by the current 𝐼𝑡𝑥. |𝑉𝑜𝑐𝐼𝑡𝑥| can 

be calculated by performing a reaction integral over a spherical 

surface inside the elliptical lens centered on the focus, 𝑆𝑠𝑝ℎ in 

Fig. 5a, between 1) the Geometrical Optics field, [�⃗⃗�𝐺𝑂 , �⃗⃗⃗�𝐺𝑂], 

generated by a plane wave incident onto the lens, and 2) the 

fields radiated by the lens feed in an infinite medium, [�⃗⃗�𝑎, �⃗⃗⃗�𝑎]. 

In order to optimize the scanning performance in a certain 

direction, the fields [�⃗⃗�𝐺𝑂 , �⃗⃗⃗�𝐺𝑂] are evaluated at 𝑆𝑠𝑝ℎ using the 

tool in [32]. This considers a plane wave incident from the 

targeted direction. Since the proposed grating is electrically 

thick, one cannot use a far field approximation to evaluate the 

fields [�⃗⃗�𝑎 , �⃗⃗⃗�𝑎] in 𝑆𝑠𝑝ℎ. It is therefore more convenient to 

evaluate the reaction integral directly over 𝑆𝑖 (instead of  𝑆𝑠𝑝ℎ) 

as follows [1]: 

𝑉𝑜𝑐𝐼𝑡𝑥 = ∬ (�⃗⃗⃗�𝑎 ⋅ �⃗⃗⃗�𝑆𝑖
− �⃗⃗�𝑎 ⋅ 𝐽𝑆𝑖

)𝑑𝑆
𝑆𝑖

              (7) 

where [�⃗⃗�𝑎, �⃗⃗⃗�𝑎] are the feed near-fields at 𝑆𝑖 including the GW, 

estimated with FW simulations including multiple reflections 

(Fig. 9), and [�⃗⃗⃗�𝑆𝑖
, 𝐽𝑆𝑖

] are the equivalent currents induced at 𝑆𝑖 

by the fields [�⃗⃗�𝐺𝑂 , �⃗⃗⃗�𝐺𝑂] for the specific analyzed plane wave 

direction. The fields at 𝑆𝑠𝑝ℎ, [�⃗⃗�𝐺𝑂 , �⃗⃗⃗�𝐺𝑂], are propagated inside 

the lens and calculated at 𝑆𝑖. The incident fields at 𝑆𝑖, [�⃗⃗�𝑖 , �⃗⃗⃗�𝑖], 
are obtained with the Green’s Function for homogeneous 

media. The induced currents at 𝑆𝑖 can be calculated as 𝐽𝑆𝑖
= �̂� ×

�⃗⃗⃗�𝑖 and �⃗⃗⃗�𝑆𝑖
= −�̂� × �⃗⃗�𝑖  where �̂� is the normal to the surface 𝑆𝑖, 

in our case �̂� = �̂�.  

The reaction integral in (7), and therefore 휂𝑎𝑝, is maximized 

when the conjugate of [�⃗⃗�𝑎 , �⃗⃗⃗�𝑎] is equal to [�⃗⃗�𝑖 , �⃗⃗⃗�𝑖]. For a 
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Fig. 9. Near-field y-component phase and amplitude at 𝑆𝑖 and 𝑦 = 0 (Fig. 5b) for a) LW feed without GW b) LW feed with GW.  

known [�⃗⃗�𝑎 , �⃗⃗⃗�𝑎] over a plane, and a known incident plane wave 

angle, the plane where [�⃗⃗�𝑖 , �⃗⃗⃗�𝑖] presents an optimum match with 

[�⃗⃗�𝑎 , �⃗⃗⃗�𝑎] in terms of phase and amplitude should be found inside 

the elliptical lens. The vector 𝑟0 defines the optimum relative 

position between (𝑥’, 𝑧’) and (𝑥, 𝑧) (Fig. 5b) where the LW 

feed−GW system should be displaced to minimize the scan 

loss.  

Applying the described analysis in reception, 𝑟0 for the LW 

feed−GW system has been optimized for the beam steering at 

25° to minimize the scan loss. This steering angle has been 

chosen as it represents the scan range limit of the presented 

concept achieving a reasonable scan loss. The lens diameter 

(18𝜆0 = 30mm), elliptical lens truncation angle (40°), and LW 

feed geometry correspond to the ones reported in [1]. The 

resulting optimum displacement is 𝑟0 = Δ𝑥�̂� + Δ𝑧�̂�, with Δ𝑥 =
7.3mm and Δ𝑧 = 4mm. Fig. 10 shows the incident field 

amplitude and phase for a 25° incident plane-wave in the plane 

𝑧′ = 8.7mm. In this plane, the best field match to the field 

transmitted after the gratings at 𝑆𝑖 (Fig. 9), 𝑧 = 4.7mm in Fig. 

5b, is found.  

The 휂𝑎𝑝 of the beam pointing at 25° for the optimized feed 

with GW is −4.4dB at 180GHz, estimated with the analysis in 

reception. The contributions to 휂𝑎𝑝 are: phase efficiency −1dB, 

spill-over and reflection efficiency −2.6dB, taper and 

polarization efficiency: −0.7dB. This leads to a scan loss, with 

respect to the 휂𝑎𝑝 of the broadside beam reported in [1] with the 

same LW feed, of only −3.6dB. This result represents a 

significant improvement w.r.t the −7.8dB that one would get 

by displacing the feed in the focal plane, as in [1]. These good 

performances were achieved by choosing a good compromise 

between field taper at the edge of the grating (as discussed in 

Section III.A) and phase slope. Indeed, considering the same 

feed location, optimized for the feed with gratings, the 

amplitude modification in the LW feed field originated by the 

gratings (Fig. 9b) enhances the taper efficiency in approx. 1dB, 

with respect to the amplitude characteristic in the LW feed 

without gratings (Fig. 9a). 

For the sake of comparison, the analysis in reception has been 

as well applied to optimize 𝑟0 for 25° steering for the LW feed 

without gratings. The cases where the feed is displaced along 

the focal plane (Fig. 2a) and where its position has also been 

optimized axially (Fig. 2c) have been evaluated. Fig. 11a 

compares the FW simulated radiation patterns at the center 

frequency for the beams pointing at 25° for 1) the LW feed 

displacing along the focal plane (Δ𝑥 = 8.9mm), 2) the LW feed 

position optimized laterally and axially (Δ𝑥 = 7.6mm, Δ𝑧 =
5mm) and 3) the LW feed with GW optimized laterally and 

axially (Δ𝑥 = 7.3mm, Δ𝑧 = 4mm). Here, the beam symmetry 

and directivity improvement with the GW can be appreciated. 

Moreover, 2dB higher aperture efficiency is achieved at the 

center frequency thanks to the proposed GW. 

In Fig. 11b, the scan loss and steering angle over frequency 

are displayed for the beams steering to 25°. The results show 

wideband scan loss improvement. The scan loss is better than 

−4.1dB in the whole frequency band, with respect to the 

broadside beam reported in [1]. The improvement w.r.t. the 

cases without GW is higher than 1.2dB over the whole 

bandwidth. The steering angle is more stable for the lens with 

GW over the whole frequency band, due to the lower impact of 

multiple reflections.  

                  

(a) 

                    

(b) 
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Fig. 10. y-component of the incident field �⃗⃗�𝑖 at 𝑧′ = 8.7mm for a y-polarized 

plane-wave with 25° oblique incidence, considering an elliptical lens with 휀𝑟 =
2.3, 𝐷 = 30mm and truncation angle 40°, at 180GHz. a) Amplitude, b) Phase. 

Reference system (𝑥’, 𝑦’) as defined in Fig. 5a. For reference, the plane 𝑦 = 0 

for the LW feed−GW system has been marked with dashed white lines, and the 

range where Fig. 9b is shown is plotted with solid white lines. 

 

Fig. 11. a) FW simulated radiation pattern comparison for beam steering to 25° 

on the H-plane at 180GHz for 1) the LW feed displacing along the focal plane, 
2) the LW feed position optimized laterally and axially and 3) the LW feed with 

GW optimized laterally and axially. b) FW simulated scan loss (w.r.t. the 휂𝑎𝑝 

of the broadside beam reported in [1]) and scan angle over frequency for the 
beam pointing at 25°, for the three configurations listed in a). Crosses: scan loss 

calculated with the analysis in reception. 

Applying the analysis in reception,  𝑟0 has been optimized in 

terms of scan loss for different steering angles. The goal is to 

cover the whole targeted steering range (± 25°) with multiple 

simultaneous beams crossing at −3dB. This would be the 

objective in a small cell scenario, as described in [33]. For an 

elliptical lens with 30mm diameter (~34dBi directivity at the 

center frequency), a steering range of ±25° can be covered with 

15 beams. The LW feed geometry and elliptical lens truncation 

angle are for all beams the same as in [1].  

The scan loss for each beam, calculated with the analysis in 

reception, is shown in Fig. 12a. The corresponding Δ𝑥 and Δ𝑧 

values are displayed in Fig. 12b. Only the beams with scan loss 

higher than 1dB have been provided with a GW (marked with 

circles in Fig. 12). For the sake of comparison, the results for 

the LW feed without GW, optimized along the focal plane and 

also axially, are also shown. Fig. 13 shows the radiation patterns 

for the beams pointing at 14.4°, 21.6° and 25°, estimated with 

FW simulations. 

 

Fig. 12. a) Scan loss comparison for elliptical lens steering on the H-plane with 
1) the LW feed displacing along the focal plane, 2) the LW feed position 

optimized laterally and axially and 3) the LW feed with GW optimized laterally 

and axially. b) Δ𝑥 and Δ𝑧 for the beams reported in a). The circles represent the 

cases where the GW has been used. The scan loss is calculated w.r.t. the 

broadside beam from [1] (lens without GW), displayed in Fig. 13. 

V. PROTOTYPE FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENTS 

A prototype has been fabricated in order to validate the 

performance of the lens with integrated GW, for the beam 

steering at 25° (Fig. 14). The wave-guide split-block and 

double-slot shown in [1] are used as well in this prototype. The 

wave-guide split-block presents several positioning holes 

where the lens can be fixed w.r.t. the feed for the different beam 

steering, as shown in [1]. The elliptical lens has been fabricated 

in HDPE material (High Density Polyethylene, 휀𝑟 = 2.3) due 

to its very low loss properties (tan 𝛿 = 3.4 ×  10−4); the 

gratings layers have been fabricated in Topas material (휀𝑟 =
2.3, tan 𝛿 = 1.2 ×  10−3), due to the material hardness which 

enables the fabrication with standard milling [37]. 

     

(a)            (b) 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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Fig. 13. FW directivity at 180GHz including multiple reflections for the beams 
pointing at 14.4° (red line), 21.6° (yellow line), and 25° (purple line), all for the 

lens with GW, simulated with EMPIRE XPU (H-plane). The broadside beam 

from [1] (without GW) has been included as reference (blue line). The feed Δ𝑥 

and Δ𝑧 corresponds to the one reported in Fig. 12b (optimized Δ𝑥 and Δ𝑧 with 

GW). 

 

Fig. 14. a) Prototype side view. b) Prototype front view (see Fig. 1). c) Top view 

of fabricated dielectric gratings. The feed double-slot on top of the waveguide 

can be appreciated in black below the Topas layer. 

The antenna reflection coefficient has been measured and 

compared to the reflection coefficient of the lens without GW. 

The results, displayed Fig. 15, show that the use of the GW does 

not modify the impedance matching results. 

The far-field patterns have been characterized by measuring 

the near-field on a plane on top of the lens antenna, by means 

of an open-ended waveguide. The sampling is performed by an 

automatic positioner, to which the VNA with the open-ended 

waveguide is fixed. A plane with 50 × 50mm2 area has been 

measured, displaced 30mm w.r.t. the ellipse symmetry axis, in 

order to capture the energy corresponding to the main beam. In 

Fig. 16, the FW simulated and measured radiation patterns are 

compared, showing good agreement. Measurement results for a 

beam steering to 25° in the lens without gratings wedge from 

[1] are included as well. These measurements have been 

performed with the feed positioned at Δ𝑧 = 2.4mm and Δ𝑥 =
8.4mm, due to the location of existing positioning holes. The 

resulting radiation patterns feature higher side lobe levels than 

in the prototype with GW.  

 

Fig. 15. Measured reflection coefficient for the elliptical lens with GW, 

compared to the measurements without GW from [1]. 

Fig. 17 shows the maximum gain over frequency for the 

beams pointing at 25°. Results with and without GW are shown 

as well here. In order to account for the power lost in spill-over 

and not captured in the measurement plane, the gain has been 

normalized by the power radiated by the antenna at broadside 

in [1]. The gain of this antenna is known, as reported in [1], and 

therefore its radiated power can serve as a reference. The 

simulated scan loss, taking into account the lens dielectric loss, 

is 3.9dB at the center frequency. This differs in 0.3dB w.r.t. the 

scan loss calculated with the directivity, as the dielectric loss is 

higher for a beam steering at 25° than at broadside. 

Measurement results show 4.4dB scan loss at the center 

frequency, showing a 0.5dB difference w.r.t. FW simulations. 

This is in accordance with the expected fabrication and 

measurement tolerances. 

Finally, Table I compares the scanning performance of 

different integrated lens concepts proposed in the literature. The 

steering range w.r.t. the conventional elliptical lens in [1] is 

enhanced without increasing the lens aspect ratio, height/𝐷. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this contribution, a new approach to enhance the scan 

range in low−휀𝑟 lenses with planar focal plane at sub-THz 

frequencies is presented. A wedge of dielectric gratings is 

integrated inside the elliptical lens, reducing the spillover and 

reflection loss for the off-axis beams. This concept is enabled 

thanks to the directive patterns of the resonant LW used as lens 

feed. An analysis in reception is applied to optimize the 

optimum position of the feed and gratings wedge, minimizing 

the scan loss.  

In this work, we have demonstrated the steering enhancement 

for the H-plane. In this case, the gratings height varies along 

each row to maximize the tilt in the feed radiation pattern. The 

scan loss reached for the beam pointing at 25° is 3.6dB at the 

center frequency, reaching 30dBi gain. This represents an 

improvement of 4dB w.r.t. the scan loss for the feed without 

gratings wedge displaced along the focal plane [1]. The scan 

loss enhancement is visible over 44% relative bandwidth. A 

prototype with a beam steering of 25° has been 

 

 

       (a)  

 

       (b)              (c) 
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Fig. 16. Measured and FW simulated radiation patterns for the elliptical lens with and without GW, steering to 25°. The beam without GW is measured with the 

feed at Δ𝑧 = 2.4mm and Δ𝑥 = 8.4mm. Solid line: measurements. Dashed line: FW simulations. a) 140GHz, b) 180GHz, c) 220GHz. 

 
(*) This concept requires an array feeding network. 

 

fabricated and characterized at G-band (140–220GHz), 

validating FW simulation results and fabrication process. For 

the E-plane scanning, similar performances are expected. Due 

to the gratings anisotropy, in this case the height variation in the 

dielectric gratings should be performed along the period to 

reach the maximum tilt in the feed pattern. This configuration 

leads to slightly lower tilt in the feed pattern w.r.t. the H-plane 

(7% less). This small difference will lead to slightly higher but 

comparable scan loss performance. 

 

Fig. 17. Measured (solid lines) and FW simulated (dashed lines) maximum gain 

for the radiation patterns steering to 25° in Fig. 16. The beam without GW is 

measured with the feed at Δ𝑧 = 2.4mm and Δ𝑥 = 8.4mm. The measured and 

FW simulated gain for the broadside beam in [1] is also shown as reference.  

APPENDIX I.  SELECTION OF GRATING GEOMETRY 

In this appendix, we discuss the choice of the pyramidal 

grating geometry for the proposed lens antenna. In this work, a 

linear phase shift is introduced by changing locally the 

permittivity of the lens using a grating wedge. The proposed 

grating wedge is used to introduce a beam tilt in the feed, and 

not to perform pattern collimation as in [17]. The pattern 

collimation is provided only by the elliptical lens. In this way, 

lower phase shifts for the grating geometry are required.  

A crucial advantage of pyramidal grating geometries is their 

suitability to be fabricated with standard milling processes at 

frequencies higher than 100GHz. The grating period needs to 

be kept small to avoid the appearance of grating lobes. 

Rectangular [23] or cylindrical gratings [25] with straight walls 

and small periodicity lead to prohibitive aspect ratios, which are 

not feasible to be manufactured with standard milling 

techniques at these high frequencies. Currently, material 

restrictions, roughness, and tolerances in 3D printing 

techniques lead to lower accuracies than milling techniques at 

these high frequencies, to the best of our knowledge. Pyramidal 

structures with small periods can be manufactured by choosing 

a milling tool with conical end, matching the pyramid slant 

angle 𝛼 [37]. The choice of a 1D structure facilitates the 

fabrication further w.r.t. 2D geometries.   

In Fig. 18, simulation results are displayed for 1D mirrored 

unit cells with different geometries, embedded in dielectric 

material. The simulations are performed with the EMT-FqM 

model (Appendix II). The evaluated parameters are the phase 

shift Ψ w.r.t. the unit cell filled with dielectric material, (1) (Fig. 

18b), and the transmission coefficient (Fig. 18c). The height is 

 

        (a)                 (b)                 (c) 

TABLE I 

SIMULATED SCANNING PERFORMANCE OF INTEGRATED LENSES 

Ref. 
𝑓0  
(GHz) 

Lens εr 

Broadside 

directivity  

(dBi) 

Broadside 

gain   

(dBi) 

Gain 

BW 

(%) 

Impedance 

BW  

(%) 

Steering 

range  

(°) 

Broadside 

휂𝑎𝑝  

(dB) 

Scan 

loss 

(dB) 

SLL 
(dB) 

Antenna 
height/D 

[6] 62.5 5.5 & 2.53 24.9 18.3 40 40 20 –7 < 1 –12 0.78 

[7] 77 3.01 31.2 28.7 5 - 30 –2.8 1.1 –15 1.05 

[8] 100 / 500 11.7 - / 37 - - 5 45 / 28 - / –5 4 / 3 –12 0.7 / 0.68 

[10]* 27.3 2.7 & 2.05 22 19 15 5 45 / 60 –2.8 2.6 / 5 –12 0.64 

[11] 77 3.8 21 / 24.5 - - 25 39 / 27 –0.6 / –1.5 7 / 2 –15 0.86 

[1] 180 2.3 34.5 34 44 44 16 –0.4 3.6 –15 1.1 

This 

work 

180 2.3 34.5 34 44 44 25 –0.4 3.6 –15 1 
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kept constant (ℎ = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.76𝜆𝑑), and the slant angle 𝛼 is 

varied in different configurations (Fig. 18a). The period is kept 

smaller than 550μm, as larger periods would lead to grating 

lobes. All results are evaluated for broadside incidence, TE 

mode, 𝜙 = 0° (Fig. 3b) and at the center frequency (180GHz). 

In Variation I, a rectangular unit cell with dielectric width 𝑝/2 

is the starting point (effective permittivity 휀𝑒𝑓𝑓~1.44). 𝛼 is then 

incremented, keeping the period 𝑝 = 550μm, as well as a 

constant dielectric width at ℎ/2. In this case, there is almost no 

impact in the achieved Ψ, but the transmission coefficient is 

enhanced for larger 𝛼. In Variation II, a rectangular unit cell 

with dielectric width 30μm is the starting point (휀𝑒𝑓𝑓~1.03). 𝛼 

is incremented keeping the period 𝑝 = 550μm, as well as a 

constant dielectric width at ℎ. Ψ decreases in this case for larger 

𝛼. Finally, in Variation III the fabrication restrictions are 

considered (see Section II.B), fixing 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑝 = 30μm and 𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑡 =

100μm. 𝑝 varies therefore in this case with 𝛼 (𝑝 =
130, … , 550μm, 휀𝑒𝑓𝑓~1.15 for 𝛼 = 0°). Ψ decreases also here 

for larger 𝛼. As predicted, in general larger phase shifts are 

reached for smaller 𝛼, but at the cost of worsening the 

transmission coefficients. In our design, larger phase shifts 

would be desired to reduce further the scan loss. Nevertheless, 

α = 9.3° is finally chosen, as it is the limit of the minimum slant 

angle that can be achieved in the tool. This leads in our case to 

a period of 550μm, sufficient to avoid grating lobes when 

illuminated with the proposed LW feed. 

 

Fig. 18. a) Variations in the slant angle 𝛼. Variation I: fixed 𝑝 = 550μm; fixed 

dielectric width 𝑝/2 at ℎ/2. Variation II: fixed 𝑝 = 550μm and pyramid top 

𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑝 = 30μm. Variation III: fixed 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑝 = 30μm, and tool tip width, 𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑡 =

100μm; variable period, 𝑝 = 130, … , 550μm. b) Phase shift as defined in (1) 

over 𝛼 for the variations shown in a). c) Transmission coefficient over 

frequency for all variations for 𝛼 = 0° and 9°. The colors correspond to the 

legend in b). 

APPENDIX II.  DIELECTRIC GRATINGS MODELING 

The electromagnetic wave propagation along periodic sub-

wavelength dielectric gratings can be modelled as the 

propagation through equivalent homogeneous media. The EMT 

derives the electromagnetic properties of the equivalent 

homogeneous media for a given grating geometry (e.g. 

effective dielectric permittivity). Closed-form solutions for the 

EMT effective permittivity of 1D rectangular or lamellar 

gratings [23], 2D rectangular gratings [24], cylindrical 

perforations [25] or pyramidal gratings with different bases [26] 

have been derived in the literature. Besides, 1D gratings can be 

evaluated more accurately as a stack of multiple thin layers with 

rectangular lamellar geometry. This was already proposed in 

[22], [28]–[29] for circular rods, triangular, sinusoidal or 

arbitrary profiles. In this work, this approach will be followed 

to calculate the phase of the transmitted wave along the 

pyramidal gratings. Fig. 19 shows the representation of a 

grating as a stack of 𝑛 = 1: 𝑁 1D rectangular gratings with 

height 𝑙 ≪ ℎ. Each of them can be approximated as a uniaxial 

anisotropic medium, where the axes are aligned with the grating 

symmetry axes. The effective permittivity tensor is defined for 

the 𝑛-th layer as 

�̿�𝑛 = (

휀𝑛
∥  0 0

0 휀𝑛
⊥ 0

0 0 휀𝑛
∥  

)                             (8) 

with the coordinate system in Fig. 19. As the grating period is 

not extremely small with respect to the wavelength (0.6𝜆𝑑 at 

the highest frequency), a second-order solution respect to the 

period-to-wavelength ratio, 𝛼, has been considered to calculate 

the effective permittivity [22]. The expressions for 휀𝑛
∥  and 휀𝑛

⊥, 

depend as well on its the dielectric material fill factor in the 𝑛-

th layer, 𝑓𝑛 = 𝑤𝑑/𝑤𝑡 (Fig. 19), the 휀𝑟 in both the dense 

medium, 휀2, and the medium where the gratings are immerse, 

휀1. As reported in [22] 

휀𝑛
∥ = 휀𝑛

0 +
𝜋2

3
[𝑓𝑛(1 − 𝑓𝑛)(휀2 − 휀1)]2𝛼2              (9a) 

휀𝑛
⊥ =

1

𝑎𝑛
0 +

𝜋2

3
[𝑓𝑛(1 − 𝑓𝑛)

𝜀2−𝜀1

𝜀2𝜀1
 ]

2 𝜀𝑛
0

(𝑎𝑛
0 )

3 𝛼2          (9b) 

where 휀𝑛
0 = 휀2𝑓𝑛 + 휀1(1 − 𝑓𝑛) and 𝑎𝑛

0 = 𝑓𝑛/휀2 + (1 − 𝑓𝑛)/휀1. 

In our design, 휀1 = 1 and 휀2 = 2.3. This model assumes that 

only the fundamental mode is supported in the gratings layer, 

and therefore the grating depth does not appear as a variable 

[30]. The dependency of the effective permittivity with respect 

to the angle of incidence [27], [31] has been as well neglected. 

The error introduced by these assumptions will be later on 

quantified comparing the EMT model with FW Floquet mode 

simulations.  

In order to evaluate the reflection and transmission properties 

of the stack of thin uniaxial anisotropic media, methods such as 

the thin-film theory [28] or linearization of Ricatti differential 

equation for small reflections [29] have been proposed in the 

literature. In this work, we propose to apply an equivalent 

transmission line (TL) model [39] with N-sections in z of 

thickness 𝑙. In this way, we account for all multiple reflections 

in the pyramidal structure. The TL model is applied in the two 

principal planes, aligned with the anisotropy axis (planes 𝜙 =
0° and 𝜙 = 90° in Fig. 19). In these planes the transmitted field 

for an incident plane-wave can be described as well as a single 

plane-wave [40], and TE and TM modes are de-coupled. The 

 

(a) 

    

       (b)           (c) 
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propagation constants and characteristic impedances for the TE 

and TM equivalent transmission lines have been estimated from 

the theory of wave propagation in anisotropic multi-layer media 

at oblique incidence [41].  

 

Fig. 19. a) Dielectric squared grating and its equivalent homogeneous 
anisotropic medium. b) Pyramid-pair discretization and equivalent transmission 

line model.  

For each layer in the stack, the propagation in the 𝜙 = 0° 

plane can be described considering different effective 

permittivity for the TM and TE modes, as 휀𝑛
𝑇𝑀 = 휀𝑛

∥  and 휀𝑛
𝑇𝐸 =

휀𝑛
⊥. As 휀𝑛

𝑥 = 휀𝑛
𝑧 = 휀𝑛

∥ , the effective permittivity for the TM 

mode is independent from the incident angle. The propagation 

constant in a 𝑛-th section of the TL is then calculated as 

reported in [39] 

𝑘𝑧,𝑛
𝑇𝑀/𝑇𝐸

= √휀𝑛
𝑇𝑀/𝑇𝐸

𝑘0
2 − 𝑘𝜌

2                       (10) 

where 𝑘𝜌 = 𝑘0√휀2 sin 휃, being 휃 the wave vector direction in 

the host dielectric. The impedances for the TE and TM modes 

in 𝜙 = 0° are defined for this section as reported in [39] 

𝑍𝑛
𝑇𝑀 =

𝜁0

√𝜀𝑛
𝑇𝑀

𝑘𝑧,𝑛
𝑇𝑀

𝑘𝑛
𝑇𝑀                              (11a) 

𝑍𝑛
𝑇𝐸 =

𝜁0

√𝜀𝑛
𝑇𝐸

𝑘𝑛
𝑇𝐸

𝑘𝑧,𝑛
𝑇𝐸                               (11b) 

where 𝑘𝑛
𝑇𝑀/𝑇𝐸

= √휀𝑛
𝑇𝑀/𝑇𝐸

𝑘0, and 휁0 is the wave impedance in 

vacuum. In the plane 𝜙 = 90°, 𝑘𝑧,𝑛
𝑇𝐸  and 𝑍𝑛

𝑇𝐸  can be defined as 

above, this time with 휀𝑛
𝑇𝐸 = 휀𝑛

∥ . However, for the TM mode, as 

휀𝑛
𝑦

= 휀𝑛
⊥ ≠ 휀𝑛

𝑧, 휀𝑛
𝑇𝑀 is dependent on the wave vector direction 

in the evaluated 𝑛-th layer, 휃𝑛, as reported in [41] 

휀𝑛
𝑇𝑀 =

𝜀𝑛
⊥𝜀𝑛

∥

𝜀𝑛
⊥ sin2 𝜃𝑛+𝜀𝑛

∥ cos2 𝜃𝑛
                         (12) 

 

where 휃𝑛 is calculated with the Snell’s Law for multilayer 

anisotropic media, as reported in [41] 

sin 휃𝑛 =
√𝜀𝑛−1

⊥ 𝜀𝑛−1
∥ 𝜀𝑛

∥ sin 𝜃𝑛−1

√𝜀𝑛
⊥𝜀𝑛

∥ (𝜀𝑛−1
⊥ −𝜀𝑛−1

∥ )−𝜀𝑛−1
⊥ 𝜀𝑛−1

∥ (𝜀𝑛
⊥−𝜀𝑛

∥ ) sin2 𝜃𝑛−1+𝜀𝑛
⊥𝜀𝑛

∥ 𝜀𝑛−1
∥

      

(13) 

where 휀𝑛−1
⊥  and 휀𝑛−1

∥  are the yy and zz tensor components and 

휃𝑛−1 the incident angle in the medium where the incident wave 

propagates. 𝑘𝑧,𝑛
𝑇𝑀 is calculated with 휀𝑛

𝑇𝑀 from (12) in the same 

way as in the 𝜙 = 0° plane. Instead, the equation for the 

calculation of 𝑍𝑛
𝑇𝑀 becomes for 𝜙 = 90°, as reported in [41] 

𝑍𝑛
𝑇𝑀 =

𝜁0√𝜀𝑛
𝑇𝑀

𝜀𝑛
⊥

𝑘𝑧,𝑛
𝑇𝑀

𝑘𝑛
𝑇𝑀                             (14) 

Once the propagation constants and characteristic 

impedances have been calculated for each layer, the 

computation of the transmission matrix (ABCD) for the full 

stack is calculated with a standard concatenation of ABCD 

matrices as 

[
𝐴𝑇 𝐵𝑇

𝐶𝑇 𝐷𝑇
] = ∏ [

𝐴𝑛 𝐵𝑛

𝐶𝑛 𝐷𝑛
]𝑁

1                      (15) 

where 𝐴𝑛 = cos(𝑘𝑧,𝑛
𝑇𝐸/𝑇𝑀

𝑙), 𝐵𝑛 = 𝑗𝑍𝑛
𝑇𝐸/𝑇𝑀

sin(𝑘𝑧,𝑛
𝑇𝐸/𝑇𝑀

𝑙), 𝐶𝑛 =

(𝑗/𝑍𝑛
𝑇𝐸/𝑇𝑀

) sin(𝑘𝑧,𝑛
𝑇𝐸/𝑇𝑀

𝑙) and 𝐷𝑛 = 𝐴𝑛 [42]. 

The Scattering Parameters (S-parameters) are calculated 

from the resulting ABCD matrix. For a single pyramid, the 

reference impedance for the S-parameter calculation is the one 

in the dielectric for the pyramid base side, and the one of the 

last slab in the pyramid tip. These would be the boundary 

conditions when using mirrored pyramids. For two mirrored 

pyramids, the reference impedance is the one in the dielectric 

on both sides, as they will be embedded in the elliptical lens 

dielectric. 

The transmission line model has been validated with FW 

Floquet mode simulations in CST Studio Suite [43] for a unit 

cell with periodic boundary conditions. S-parameter results for 

a pyramid-pair for broadside and oblique incidence are shown 

in Fig. 20. The validation is shown for gratings with ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1.27mm. The discrepancies of the model w.r.t. FW simulations 

are related to the large period in the considered structure (0.6𝜆𝑑 

at the highest frequency). This compromises the accuracy of the 

EMT method applied [22]. The results show therefore a better 

match in the low part of the frequency band, where the period 

is smaller in terms of wavelength. Nevertheless, the accuracy 

reached in the analytic results is sufficient for the application 

discussed in this paper. 
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Fig. 20. Transmission coefficients for two mirrored dielectric pyramids with 

height 1275μm a) Broadside incidence b) Obliquus incidence for 𝜙 = 90°, 휃 =
30°. The phase error refers to the difference between FW and analytic results 

for the 𝑆21 phase. 
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